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The tracking properties of Paper phenolic, Glass Fiber Laminate,

P.V.C. and Epoxy were investigated, r;sing the I.E.C. test and the Dìn

Track test.

The effect of different contaminants on Paper Phenolic was inve-

stigated using the Dip Track test.

It was shown that the correlation between the Dip Track test and

the I.E.C. Test is good.

It was also shov¿n that for Paper Phenolic, increasing the electrode

spacing does not produce a proportional increase in reliability.

It was concluded that the principal advantages of the Dip Track

Test are, shorter test time, ability to test specimens of various shapes

and sizes and a sìmp1e electrode system.

ABSTRACT
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1.

GENERAL

Flashovers on panelboards, sma1l circuít-breaker

components, power transmission lines and other electrical

equipment d.ue to the deposition of pollution can be a

major problem in many systems. Under polluted conditions

the surface of the insulator can breakdown due to the

formation of conducting tracks or by- erosion. Th-is study"

is primarily concerned with this type of tracking failure

of insulation.

TNTRODUCTTON

1.1 THE PHENOMENON OF TRACKTNG

When an electrically stressed insulating material is

exposed to conditions,which contaminate its surface e.g"

moisture and conducting dust, there is a much larger leak-

age current across ttre surface of the insulator than that

experienced with clean i-nsulator surfaces. This leakage

current generates heat, which causes a dry nonconducting

region to form. This region is immediately bridged by a

tiny discharge , since ttre stress locaI1y exceeds the bre-

akdown stress of air owing to the highly distorted electric

f ield formed under sucÌr conditions. This small d.ischarge

(scintillation) r cân decompose the insulation, and. if this

cycle is repeated, over a period of time it can cause irr-

egular conducting tree-firke tracks to form on the insulat-

ion surface (fig. 1"I)" Ttrese conducting tracks may grow'

finally bridging the gap between the electrodes causing
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tracking failure. Some materials will erode under such

conditions, and will fail due to erosion.

1.2 TRACK]NG TEST METHODS (SCC TAbIC 1"1)

An insul-ator's resistance to tracking under polluted

conditions is an important consideration when it is consi-

dered for'an outdoor application. The evaluation of the

tracking properties und.er polluted conditions is becomming

increasingly important with the introductj-on of new synthet.ic

materials suitable for. various outdoor tapplications.
rr^*.. ^¿+^ñ^! ^ L ^--^ t^,lrdrry autempts have been made at designing. a test method

which would cla.ssify different insulating materials according

to their tracking properties under laboratory conditions,

but none of the existing methods is entirely satisfactory.

This is due to the fact that there can be many different

service conditions with regard to the composition, the deg-

ree of pollution and various other factors, and it is impo-

ssible for'one test to simulate such a wide ranse of service

conditions.

The first laboratory 'wet' tracking test, the 'Contam-

inate drop test' originated in Switzerland in the year 1930.

Five years later it appeared in the United States as the

'Detroit Edison". tracking test. In England it was adopted

by Metropolitan Vickers, and was further modified to 'Admir-

alty Test' by the British Navy. Various versions of this

test appeared in Europe and United States, and finalty in
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Norlriay under the direction of P.D. Poppe a modified tracking

test was developed, which was adopted by the International

Electrotechnical Commission (r.B'c') and publisired in 1959'

The inability of the I.E.C. test to discriminate between

the better track resistant materials necessitated the deve-

lopment of other tracking tests such as Dust and. Fog Test

(3), Inclined P]ane Test (6), and. the more recent 'rflndurance

Vüheel Test (7) and the Dip Track Test.

I.2.7
This test method is discussed in detail in the next

nh =n.l-arv¡¡sv eeÀ .

T.2.2 DUST AND FOG TEST

T.E.C. TEST

This test was first proposed¡by Albright and' starr

(11) and modified by sommermann (14). The basic PurPose was

to obtain a better agreement with service experience" To

simulate service conditions more c1ose1y, solid contaminant

in dust form was used with a constant spray, unlike other

tests where drops of electrolyte are allowed to fall between

the electrodes. The materials which do not fail by Lracking.

do so by erosion. This method can grade some Ðf the better

track resistant materials which do not track in the I'E'C'

test. Also, correlation with the service conditions is quite

good

one of the disadvantages of this test is that a large

variability of results for the salne material is some times



obt.ained. such a variability can be ex;cected in any such

test meÈhod r,¡here the initiation of tracking or erosion cEul

takeplaceanl'wlrereonÈhesurfaceundert'est,sincethis

initiation is of a random nature. AnoÈher disadrrantage of

this tes¡u method is that for some materials the d'uration

of test is excessive (more tha¡r a felt' thousand hours) - A

Compiete descripÈion of Èhis Èest a-Jpears elservhere (13) "

L-¿"3

Mathes and. Mc Gowan published this meÈhod of tracking

resistance neasurenrent in 1961{6) " This test' was aimed aÈ

better re1:roducibilit.y of the tests by attempting to control

the tsesÈ paranret.ers more closely than the Ðust and Fog tesÈ

where controllíng of the solid dust t)'pe contaminant is

rather difficulL-In this test a sample of 2 inches by 5

ínches is mounted. with the flat face on the under side at an

angle of 45 degrees to the horizontal (hence the name

Incl ined. Plane Test) . Stainless-steel electrodes are faste-

ned. to til.is sample and the tiquid contaminant is made to

ilow between the tr¡¡c electrodes. The rate of application of

the contaminant is closely controll-ed cy using a plunger

arrangeln.ent. Volt.age is used as the tesÈ variable unlil<e

the Dust and Fog test where t.ime is.the,test:variable;

Ifith this method.n the 'wet' tracking resistance of a

r,'ide variety of materials can be evaluated in about four

hours. The reproducibility is qu-iÈe good" An erosion teSÈ can

THE TNCLINED PLANE LISUID CoNT44INêj']T-TESI
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be made on the non-tracking materials by fixing the duration

and the test voltage, and, measuring the weight of the mater-

ial lost (6). This t.est is discussed by Mathes and Mc Gowan

and appears as a standard test method in the book of ASTM

Standards (12) 
"

I "2.4.
This test method is discussed in d.etail in the next,

chapter "

T.2.5 TRACKING ENDURANCE WHEEL TEST

DIP TRACK TEST

In this test, the specimens are mounted. radially around

the rim of a 4 f.L" diameter metal wheel " The specimens are

energized at 20 k"v. and the v¡heel is driven at half r.p.m"

Each specimen is rvetted once each revolution, while at the

bottom position (7) " It is possible to evaluate better track

resistant materials using this method" The correlation of

the results of this test with those of Inclined Plane and

outdoor exposure tests is good." The test time '¡aries from

less than an hour for non-resistant materials to over 500

hours for some epoxy formulations. This t.est has been

used successfully by Ontaric Hydro, A.B. Chance and

Detroit Edison"

1.3

1.3.1

BASIC IDEAS AND THEORETICAL CONSTDERÀTIONS

FACTORS IN INSULATTON SURFACE BREAKDOI\7N (10)

The followinq factors are known to de#-ermine the



mechanism of insulaÈion breakdown"

1, Physical and chemical- properties of Èhe insulation"

2" Surf ace finish and surface contaminants.

3. The type of d.ischarge"

4" Atmospheric conditions such as temperalure, relative

humidity, gases released from the decomposing insulator

and the temperature of the insulation surface relaLive

to ambient,

5. Frequency, waveform and m4nitude of the applied voltage"

Tab1e L"2 shows tire process and. the products involved in an

insulator breakdorvn" One or more of these processes are

operative in a given situation.

[EaõmP.s rN

i eanarocr'm

II'.iSULATION

-r

IITPURIT]ES

1

1. HEAT

2. tiEAT * 02 (Combustion)

3. ULTITAVTOLET RADIATION

4" SHORT LTVED ACTIVE

PRODUCTS OF DISCTTARGE

e, O, N, 03, N;,
+02, etc.

5" STABLE ACTIVE PRCDUCTS

OF DISCIIARGE T N2, NO2 ,

utf^ 
^¡¡r\v3, u2"

PROCESSES

DISCI]ARGE

PRODUCTS

TABLE I.2 PROCIISSES IN TI.ISULATION BììEAKDO?N,I

1. CARBO}I

2. POLAR
COMPOUNDS

FUSED
INORGA}TTC
FILLElìS



It is rvel1 recognized tirat the formation of free carbon

causes insulation tracking, horvever the materials wl.rich have

a high carbon content may not have ?oor tracking properties

since the way in which carbon is combined lvith otirer molecu-

les is also of prime importance in determining tire tracking

irroperties of a material " If the rate of removal of carbon

is higher than the rate of formation of carbon due to cherni-

cal and/or physical processes I the material- will resist

tracking, (3) , (2 ) "

1.3"3 GROI{TH OF DISCHARGE ON POLLUTED INSULATTON SURFACE

ROLE OF CARBOI{ ]]d TRACKTNG

The discharses on a i¡olluted insul-ation do not necess-

arily lead to flashover" Under certain conditions, tire po11.-

uted insulators exhibit sparl<s, which extinguish after

having spanned. only a fraction of the j-nsulator surface.

The phenomena r^¡hich cause this extinction are not fu1ly

understood" Alston and ZoLedziowski(1) have derived a guant-

itative criterie;r.for such extinction, r,vhich agrees v'itir

experimental results obtaì.ned by several independent investigrators"

It requires th'e:vo'1tag-e, ê@-s-o's,sr:the ins-ufab.oli¡ärr{ tlae, le-ngth of the

discharge to be greater than the critical values V. and X.

respectively for the discharge to gro\^/ into a flashover,

where

i\=õ

depending on the type

1/(n+1 ) n/(n+1 \
\7 

- 
\rr¡¡l

cc

L/ (n+L ) a, and n

of the discharge and

are constants,

the medium in



which the discharge occurs.

Fig. L"2 shorvs the above quantities and. the Fig" 1"3 shorr,'s

the relation between the applied. vo-l tage and the length of

tire discharg". VM is value of the voltage across the insulator

for the cond.itions in which the discharge will extinguish i"e."

d.ischa::ge current i= [nAx/r" (L-x) ] I/ (n+r) 
.

L = the distance between the elecÈrodesn

= the resistance of the polluteê
surface per uniL length'

X- = the length of Èhe.d.ischarge"

t0
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2.I THE I.E.C. TEST(4

This test method was used to provide a comparison for

the results obtained from the Dip'Track Test. The materials

evaluated using the I.E.C. Test were, paper phenolic, gilass

fiber laminate and epoxy mouldings. Rigid P.V.C" tube

sections and P.V.C. tapes d.id not fail due to tracking in

this test.

EXPERTMENTAL APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE

2.I.T DESCRTPTION OF THE APPARATUS

The test set-up consj-sted of four major parts, the

el-ectrode system, the dropping device, tkre power supply and

the timer" Ttre electrodes were placed on the specimen and.

energized by the power supply. Drops of the contaminant we-

re allowed to fall between the electrodes every thirty

seconds and the time- elapsed for the formation of permanent

tracks on the surface of the sample was noted.
;

The Electrode System

T2

The electrode arrangement is shown in Fig. 2.1.

The Dropping Device

The dropping device consisted of a 250 mI" cylindri-

ca1 separatory funnel, to which a rubber hose was connected"

The other end of this hose was connected to a hypodermic

needle with the end filed off square which acted
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as the dropping needle. To reduce the flow at the dropping

end, another hypodermic needle was spliced into the hose

(Fig. 2.2) " This needle was crimped at four places using

a pair of round nose pliers in such a \,vay that one drop

per second flowed out of it under the pressure of two feet

head of water. This reduction in flolr can also be produced

by using a glass pe11et in the hose (4) (5) . The separatory

funnel and the dropping needle \,rere held upright on separate

stands with sliding clamps in order to allow the adjustment

of the dropping height

The Power Supply

It consisted of a step-up transformer fed by a variac.

A rbuck and boostr arrangement was usèd in the secondry

circuit of the transformer to make smooth adìustment of the

voltage possible. The 'buck and boost' unit was very useful

when the tests r,rere being made in the Comparative Tracking

fndex range" because a relatively small change in the

voltage caused a large change in the time to breakdown.

Fig. 2.3 shows the circuit used.

The Timer

A digital timer was used to time the experiment.

The actual physical set-up is sholn in Fig" 2"4"

2.T.2 THE TEST PRoCEDURE

Before starting the test, the drop rate of the conta-

minant was adjusted to two drops per minut.e and at least

20 drops were al-lowed to flow, since the first few drops
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l8
have a high concentration if the apparatus has noÈ been used

for some time" The electrodes were cleaned and resiraped by

grinding or filing if eroded" The sample was then placed

under t.he electrodes and the flatness of the edges of t,he

electrodes against the surface of the sample rvas checkeð.

by shining a flashlight and looking for light, from t,he,

opposite side" The d.istance betrveen the electrcdes was now'

adjusted to 4 m.m" using d.ial type calipers" The electrod.es

\tere sirorted usinq the sr.¡itch sl- and. Lne sÌ¡ort circuit
current set at 1.0 amp; at the desired voltage" Tire conta-

ninant anC the timer Ì\7ere no\4t st.arted, and the switch Sl
T...7Aq o:¡e¡cd- ')rrrirrcr l-hp ex',-:9¡!¡p.9nt the raÈe of ti:e contami-o gg!¡¿¿:

na.nt dro;cs anC the volt.age level vrere checked from time 'to

time, and ad.justed as required. fhe failure of the sample

$/as indicated by the florv of rn.ore t,han 0"5 a.mps" i.n the

circuit " T:re tiine rvas noted f cr t,he f ailure of the sample

at. tire applied 'roltage" By testing samples at differenL
voltages, a curverelatingthe number of drops and the

voltage was constructed. and tire voltage corïesponding to 50

drops was iaken as the Comparatíve Tracking Tndex (CTI) 
"

THE CCI'ITAÌ.f Ii'{Al.IT

Tire contaminant used was 0 " 1U Am¡nonium Chloride

solution. Drops of vorume 23 m m"3 r"r" alrowed. to fall bet-
iveen the electrodes every 30 seconds from a heigirt of less

than 4 cms" frorn tire surface of the sample"



E'l a¡.|-rnrlo l-l a¡ni ncr

After each test the electrodes were cleaned \,üith

Ethanol to remove the deposited carbon and other chemicals.

Reshaping was done after testing four to five specimens or

sooner if necessary.

Sampl-es+

.*:l

hrz 't
-¿

each

the

Samples cut to various sizes were used,, however 2 inch

inch was found to be suitable. Four tests were made on

sample at a reasonable distance from the point where

previous tests were made.

No effort was made to clean tlre samples before testing"

Drop Size
?The volume of the drops was 23 m.m.-. The dropping

needle was cleaned with Ethanol from time to time to prevent

the drops from adhering to the outside walls of the needle"

19

Number of tests
Five to ten

average of these

tests were made at each voltage and the

was used
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This test. was published by C,F" Wallace and e"A" Baity in
L967. The authors claimed this test to have the follorving

advantages over the other previously used test.s (9) "

THE DTP TRACK TEST

l-" The testing time is shorÈ"

2" Excellent reproducibility"
3" It, is possible to tesÈ non-flat samples"

4" Correlation with other Èests is qood,"

2.2"1 DESCRIPTTOÌ\] OF Ti{E APPARATUS"

The test set-up consisted of a sample and. electrode

holdero a Cipping mech-anismra po\,üer supply and a -b.imer, The

actual physical setup is shown in Fig" 2"5"

The sample and electrode holder

20

The sample and electrode holder was made from a smal.l

clip which held the sample and another clip sold.ered. to the

first one held the high voltage electrode, just touching

the sample ( 9). , The sample holder was attached toi the dip-
ping arm. A slot was provided in the dipping arm to adjust
tire heigÌrt of the holder

The Dippinq Èlechanism

The mechanical schematic of the

shown in Fig. 2.6. The arms were made

arrangement used is
from 3/8 inch bakelite,
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THE DIP TRACK TEST

Fre. 2.5
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andÞthe whole mechanism was mounted on a base made from

3/4 inch plywood. A resettabl-e mechanical counter was used

to register the numberofdips. The whole mechanism was

d.riven by a small 0 to 10 r.p.m. motor with electronic

speed control. A crank arrangement was used with provision

for setting the throw of the dipping arm from 0 to 2.5 inches.

The Power Supply

A step-up transformer (II0/3420 V ' 500 mA. ) was fed

by a variac and the output of the transformer had four 50 watt

variable resistors in series, adding to 30rO0O ohms,. A volt-

meter and ammeter were provided in thesecondarlz circuit" The

circuit is shown in Fig. 2.7 .

'r'ne 'r'l-mer

A digital timer was used to time the experiment.

2.2.2

The throw of the dipping arm and the speed of the motor

were set at l inch and 4 r.p.m. respectively before each test.

The sample and. the electrode were placed in their respective

holders, with the electrode just touching the surface of the

sample and at approximately 45 degrees to the surface" The

dipping arm was now brought to its lowest position. A ?50 m.1.

beaker was placed under the dipping arm and. the contaminant

was poured into the beaker until the tip of the high voltage

electrod.e was about L/L6 inch under the contaminant" The 1ow

voltage electrode was now placed in the contaminant and the

TEST PROCEEDURE
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power suppty switched cno shorË circuit current was adjust,ed

to 100 mA" at the desired voltage and the motor was'started,
The failure of t,he sam¡:Ie was indicated by a steady flow of
more than 50 mA" through the circuit, at that time the power

supply and. the motor were turned off and the number of dips

required to fail the sample at the preset vortage was noted

and a curve was constructed from the above data. The voltage
correspond.ing 'bo 40 d.rops was reported as the tracking voltage,

lire Contaminant

The contaminant used. was 0"12 solution of Ammonium

chloride wiLh a "028 Triton x-100 non-ionic wetting agent,

added. to it." Fresh cont,aminant was used for each test.

The Electrodes

The high voltage

inch l'lichrome wire. fhe

electrode.

Samples

The most suitable size of'samples

inches. Various other sizes were used.

to clean the samples before testing.

electrode was a 3 cm" length of 0"036

conLaminant was the low volËage

l{umber Of Tests

Four to five tests were made at each

average of these was used"

was 3/4

No effort

inch by 2

was made

voltage and the
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rn tiris section the resurts obtained from the r.E.c,
and the Dip Track tests are present-ed and discussed, A com-

parison is made between the two tests. rn all, over 1000

tests were made, êt room temp. of 24oC"

The c"T,r" and ttre tracking voltage of four mater-

ials were evaluat.ed after each of the followinq t.reatments.

1" SAMPLES were soaked in SZ salt solution
for tv¡o weeks and tested after removing

from the solution and wiping the surface

dry"

2" Sarnples trere soaked in transformer oii
for two weeks and tested after removing

f.rom oil and wiping the surf ace "

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

3" A layer of whj_tepetroleun jelly (0"1 gmlsqcm.)

s¡as evenly applied just before testing the

samples "

The results of the tests are presented in Table 3.1,
and the normalized values with respect to glassfiber lamin-

aÈe in Tabre 3"2, to provide a comparison between the track-
ing properties of the different materialso and to illustrate
Èhe correlation between the two tests"
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3. -t PAPER PHENOLT-C

Thj's materiAl r.¿as .dark brown in color and ttre th-ick*
ness was 0,125 inch, The c,Tor. ênd the tracking voltage
are shown Ìn Table 3.1. The effect of changÍng .èlectrode

spacinçr on surface breakdown v¡as also investigated. Fig.

3.1 shows the family of curves obtained for different elec-
trode spacings in the r.E.c. test. 

Tn" 
voltage correspond-

ing to 50 drops on curve B (.Fig.'-'3.1) is equal to the

c.T.r. of paper plrenolic. Th-e actuar set of readings from

which this curve \^ras obtained is presented in Table 3.3.
rt roas found that th-e scatter of the readings could be min-

imized by checking the fratness of the erectrodes against
the surface of tFre sample, and also by cleaning the elec-,
trodes before each test" Fig. 3.4, shows the relation be-

tween the electrode spacing and the number of drops needed

for breakdown, evaluated at a voltage equal to the C.T.f.
of paper phenolic. Fig. 3.2 shows the effect on the time

to breakdown of paper phenolic for different depths of dip,
in the dip track test. These tests were made at 960 volts.
(Tracking voltage of paper phenolic).

29

Table 3.4 shows a typical set of read.ings of the

Dip Track test. For all ttre materials, the percent standard

deyiation was lower for the dip track test tlran for ttre

I . E , C. test . In both test meth.ods , ttr-e percent standard

deviation increased for lower test voltaqes.
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ELECTRODE SPACING
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(B) O 4 m.m"

(c) ffi 3 m"m.

tD) A 2 m.m.
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MATERiAI -PAPER PI IFIOLI C

200 300

VOLTAGE (VOLTS )

FIGIjRE 3.1

EFFECT OF ELECTRCDE SPACING ON CTI.



VOLTAGE

(vol,TS )

475

320

290

240

2I0

tB0

t_60

L40

130

l-25

1l-5

110

100

PERCENT STANDARD

DEVTATTON

23

NUMBER OF DROPS TO

72

BREAKDOWN

L,

93

I,

3,

27

31

1,

2,

4,

3,

10,

12,

5,

22

1,

5,

8,

3,

9,

30

5,

5,

7,

T4

5,

o

10, 12, f0, 11, l_0

16

6,

15, f0, 23 , 14 ,

f5, 22, 18, Lg ,

27

95

8,

34

27, 18, 29, 26, 24

42

25, 43, 22, 34,

37, 55, 2L, 34,

15

42

T7

39, 31, 58, 29, 4:l-,

81, 23, 46"

TABLE 3.3

30

110,40, 61, 49,90
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The effect. on tine to hreakdown of paper phenolic

for different dip lengths was also investigated using 0.1?

NH/CIe 0.05% H2SO4 t 0,.18 NaCl and 0,1% KOH solutions+¿+
as contaminants" The results are plotteu in l-igure 3.2"

Figure 3.3 stpws the relation between the number

of dips to l¡reakdown and th.e dip rate, ancl also,between the

time to breakdown and the dip rate " These tests \¡/ere made

on paper phenolic at a voltage equal to its tracking voltage.

3"2 GLASS FTBER LA.T'TINATE

of the samples was 0"163 inches" It had t.he highest C.T"I"

of all the materials testecJ. This material showed a signif-

icant variation in it's C.T.ï, for treated samples" C.T.I.

increased for the samples treated with transformer oil and

decreased for the samples treated with salt solution. The

samples coated wíth white petroleum ,-e11y did not track with-

in Èhe voltage range of the I"E"C" test" The variation in

the C"T"I. t,reated samples may be due to the absorbent fibers

in the material"

Samples of this material had a t.endency to track

prematurely along the edgeso To prevent this, the edges of

the samples were dipped in paraffin wax prior Èo testing"

This material was red in color and the thickness
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3,3 EPOXX MOULDINGS

Samples \detre made hy removing the'material from

busbars and cuttlng it to tlre reguired size. Most samples

were 0.41Ì thìck, This material had the highest tracking

voltage in the dip-track test, There was no sÌgnificant
change in the C.T.f. and. thre tracking voltage for the treated
samples, except in the f .E.C. test, wtrere tFre sample coated

\,rith petroleum jel1y did noL track even at the highest volt-
age setting. It was found that the samples with rough sur-

face tracked at a l-ower voltaqe than th.e samples with a

smooth surface.

3.4 P.V.C.

The outside surface of sections of P.V.C" tubing
(outer diameter : l-.9", wall thickness : 0.2" ) were tested.

Samples for the I.E.C. test \^/ere prepared by grinding to

obtain a flat surface of approximately I sq cm. The samples

did not Lrack in the I.E.C. test, although considerable

erosion was observed. The tracks tended to spread over a

large area on the surface of the samples. Wider samples

\¡¡ere tested, but no significant change in tlre tracking volt-

age was observed.
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3.5

Table 3,2 show-s that the correlation between the

two tests is good, TLre only material that had any signifi-
cant variation was Epoxy. The dip track test rated it nearly
twice as high as the r.E.c. test. Tt seems that the dip
track test is not as sensitive as r,.E,c" test in discrimin-
ating between the treated and the untreated samples, which

may be due to the higher voltage used in this test. The

r.E.c- test can be accelerated by increasing the dropping
rater âs long as the test voltage is sufficiently high to
dry out the contaminant before the next drop falls. The

dip track test can not be accelerated significantly by in-
creasing the dipping rate. Fig. 3.3 shows relation between

the dipping rate and time to breakdown of paper phenolic.
Other materials may give different results.

Using the Dip Track test, materials can generally
be evaluated in less than half the time, required for the

f.E.C. test.

The Dip Track test uses Nichrome wire as the elec-
trode, it is easily replaceabre, and no special creaning or
reshaping is required. In the f.E.C. test, cleaning and

reshaping th-e electrodes is very important.

Th-e Dip Track test uses larger quantities of con-

taminant and larger samples than the I.E.C. test.
Dip Track test can eval_uate better trackinq resist-

COMPARISON BETITEEN-TITE.I...E,C. A.ND TTTE DIP Tft\*cK I4ETHOD

3B



ant material-s than the I,E,C. test.

Dip Track test has lor^rer scatter .in the feadings

tlran th.e I,E.C. test, hence fewer readings suffice.

Samples of various shapes can be tested in the

Dip-Track test and the surface need not be flatr âs in the

case of the I.E.C. test.

3:'

3.6 CONCITUS'ION

The studies presenLed in this thesis provide a com-

parison between the tracking properties of Paper Phenolic,

Glass Fiber laminate, Epoxy mouldings and rigid P.V.C. tubing

material. Effect of changing spacing between the electrodes

was also investigated for different contaminants.

Th.e following table shows the tracking test results.

39

Glass Fiber Laminate
Epoxy
P.V. C.

Paper Phenolic
Bakelite

MA,TERÏAL

All materials tested showed an

with a layer of wh-ite petroleum

Glass fiber laminate is

solution, th-erefore allowances

THTCKNESS C.T.I.
(IEC Test)

0.16"
0.4 rl

0.2 rt

0.125r1

0.06il

290V

230V

l_07v

110v

Tracking Voltage
(Dip Track Test)

increase in C.. T. I , when tested

j elly.

2.2 kV

3.3 kV

I.05 kv
0.96 kv
0.7 kv

adversely affected.

should be made when

by

it

salt

is used
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in salty enyironments like seacoast¡ ships etc.

Wh-ere tracking is a possibility a materÌ,al with a

higher C.T.I. or higtr-er tracking voltage strould be substi-
tuted, to Ímprove th-e reliabil-ity since increasing the

clearance (electrode spacÍng) does not l.ncrease the time to

breakdown in the same proportion.

For a given concentration, the severity of contamin-

ation of salts is in the following order. KOH, NaCl, NH4C1.

Tra.nsformer oil dld not adversely affect the traçking

properties of any material-.

Correlation between the I.E.C. and the dip track

test was found to be good for the materials tested.

Acidic contamination was found to be more severe

than salts usedr on paper phenolic.
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